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Castrato - Wikipedia A castrato (Italian, plural: castrati) is a type of classical male singing voice equivalent to that of a soprano, mezzo-soprano, or contralto. The
voice is produced by castration of the singer before puberty, or it occurs in one who, due to an endocrinological condition, never reaches sexual maturity. Castrato |
music | Britannica.com Castrato, also called Evirato, male soprano or contralto voice of great range, flexibility, and power, produced as a result of castration before
puberty. The castrato voice was introduced in the 16th century, when women were banned from church choirs and the stage. Alessandro Moreschi sings Ave Maria
(no scratch) Alessandro Moreschi sings Ave Maria (no scratch) Javier Medina. Loading ... Castrati sang in CHEST VOICE not only head. Bernachi (another castrato.

Castrati had more fun than you might think | Music | The ... Castrati had more fun than you might think. Samantha Ellis meets a singer who wishes he'd had the chop.
The Castrato - Music - Oxford Bibliographies The castrato voice was an obvious solution. The practice was tolerated and sometimes encouraged by the Catholic
Church, which continued to employ castratos until the early decades of the 20th century. Another trigger for the cultivation of the castrato voice was the invention of
opera, a new genre in the 17th century. Alessandro Moreschi - Wikipedia Alessandro Moreschi was a castrato singer of the late 19th century and the only castrato to
make solo recordings.

What Did it Mean To Be a Castrato? The Castrati. The procedure became common in the 1500s. Private patrons, church fathers, or singing companies would either
approach or be approached by the parents of.
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